QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

IFB 07152022LB Whitehaven Stadium Improvements

1. Plans-call out a sandwich system. Sheet A1.1-Schedule of Alternates-Alternate 5 calls for a sandwich system.
   Specs-call out a structural spray system. Section 32 18 23.39, PART 2 PRODUCTS 2.01
   MANUFACTURERS A. Synthetic Running Track Surfacing: 1. Beynon Sports Surfaces:
   www.beynonsports.com/#sle. 2. Conica: www.conica.com/#sle. 3. United Sport Systems:
   www.unitedsportsystems.com/#sle. 4. Substitutions: See Section 01 60 00 - Product
   Requirements. 2.02 SYNTHETIC RUNNING TRACK SURFACING A. Basis of Design:
   Beynon BSS 100 Synthetic Track Surfacing System. B. Synthetic Running Track Surfacing
   System: Impermeable; paved-in-place with spray-applied wear layer and topcoat.

   Hellas V300 system is equal to the system in the specs.

   Also, no specific color is called out-E. Structural Spray Coating 1. The spray coating shall be
   BEYPUR, an MDI-based single-component, moisture cured, 100% solids, and pigmented
   polyurethane, specifically formulated for compatibility with EPDM granules. The coating shall be
   the color specified by the owner. Pigment intergraded in the field shall not be allowed.
   Basic colors are red or black. Any other colors require an increased cost. Each color is a
   different price.
   a. Track shall be a base mat permeable structural spray coating as indicated in the
      specifications and the color shall be "red."

2. Sheet D1.0 tells us to relocate the existing dugouts 18’. Realistically I’m not sure that's feasible.
   Sheet C.1 tells us there are new baseball dugouts. Please clarify which we are to price. If new
   ones are what needs to be priced can we get the design for the dugouts?
   a. See Addendum #1

3. Sheet D1 tells us to infill existing steps on the grandstands. Is this at each step or just the ones at
   each end?
   a. This occurs at each aisle. Refer to Home bleacher plans on sheet A2.3.

4. The bid form for this project has (7) described alternates (#8 is blank). The alternate section has
   (9) alternates. Which is correct? Will the bid form be re-issued?
   a. There are 7 alternates. Please see Addendum #1

Thank you,

Procurement Services